ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

A BIBLICO-BOTANICAL PROBLEM  Dmitri A. Borgmann

Verse Used:  Who shall give account to him that is ready to judge the quick and the dead (1 Peter 4:5, King James Version)

List of tree and shrub names formed from 60 letters in verse (the number following name indicates the edition of Webster’s that was used for the definition):

AL (2) - Indian mulberry (shrub or tree), AS (2) - ash (tree), ASH (2) - tree, CAD (2) - var. cade, juniper (shrub or tree), CHE (2) - var. tche (shrub or tree), DUM (2) - doom palm (tree), ENG (3) - tree, EU (2) - yew (shrub or tree), EW (2) - yew (shrub or tree), HOT (2) - hurt, or hurtleberry (plant of the genus Vaccinium, a genus of shrubs), JO (3) - joe, or coffee (plant of the genus Coffea, a genus of trees and shrubs), KI (2) - ti (tree or shrub), LIND (2) - linden (tree), QAT (3) - kat (shrub), ROD (3) - osier, or willow (tree or shrub), TCHA (2) - var. cha, tea (shrub), TEY (2) - tea (shrub), THE (2) - tea (shrub), TI (2) - tree or shrub, TOD (2) - a bush (shrub), UGH (2) - yew (shrub or tree), VI (3) - vi or otaheite apple (tree)

KICKSHAWS  David L. Silverman

Puzzle Corner: The three Down words all read I C E.

What Is It?  The word ROUND.

A CHARADE CROSSWORD  Ernst T. Theimer
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